
Whole School Maths Curriculum  2022 - 2023

Autumn Spring Summer

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Year 6 Place Value to 7 digits/

4 Operations-

divide/multiply 4 digit by

2 digit

Fractions- add, subtract,

multiply, divide/ converting

units

Decimals - to 3 decimal

places, multiply by 10,000

and 100,000/Ratio/ Algebra

Perimeter, Area &

Volume(cubes and cuboid)/

Percentages, fractions and

decimals, Statistics (line

graphs/pie charts)

Shape (vertically opposite

angles/angles in

triangles)/Position and Direction

- four quadrants, translations,

reflections

Investigations / projects

Year 5 Place Value to 6

digits/Addition &

Subtraction (more than 4

digits)

Multiplication & Division(by

10, 100 & 1,000)/ Fractions

add and subtract.

Multiplication & Division(3

digits by 2 digits, 4 digits

by 1 digit)/ Fractions

multiply/Decimals (up to 3

decimal places)/ Percentages

fractions and decimals)

Statistics(line graphs two

way tables)/Measurement

(perimeter/area)

Shape(lengths and angles in

shapes)/ Position & Direction

(Position in the first quadrant,

Reflection and Translation with

coordinates

Decimals (adding,

subtracting, multiplying,

dividing)/ Converting

Units/Volume/ Negative

Numbers

Year 4 Place Value 4

digits/Addition and

Subtraction 4 digits

Area/Multiplication & Division

6, 7, 9, 11, 12

tables,multiply 3 numbers,

Multiplication & Division 3

digit by 1 digit)/

Lengths(km, perimeter)

Fractions

(add/subtract)/Decimals

(tenths and hundredths)/

Decimals(compare, order round

decimals) /Money(ordering,

estimating)/Time(analogue to

digital -24hrs)

Statistics(line

graphs)/Shape(compare and

order angles)/Position &

Direction(positions on 2D

grid)

Year 3 Place Value to

1000/Addition and

Subtraction 3 digits

Addition and Subtraction 3

digits/Multiplication and

Division 3, 4, and 8 tables

Multiplication & Division(2

digit by 1 digit)/

Measurement Length &

Perimeter(equivalent lengths

m and cm, mm and cm)

Fractions(tenths/tenths as

decimals)/ Mass &

Capacity(measure compare,

add, subtract)

Fractions(equivalent fractions,

order, add, subtract

fractions)/Money(convert £s

and p)/Time(seconds, Roman

numerals on clocks)

Shape(turns and angles,

parallel and perpendicular)/

Statistics

Year 2 Place Value to

100/Addition and

Subtraction to 100

Addition and Subtraction to

100/ Shape (properties of

2D/3D shapes)

Money(recognise and

compare £/p)/Multiplication

and Division 2, 5, 10 tables

Length & Height(measure,

order,compare)/ Fractions

(half, quarter, thirds, 3

quarters)

Time(quarter to/ quarter past)/

Statistics (tally charts,

pictograms)/ Position &

Direction (movement and turns)

Problem

Solving/Investigations/ Mass

Capacity &

Temperature(compare/order)

Year 1 Place Value within

10/Addition and

Subtraction within 10.

Addition and Subtraction

within 10/2D 3D shapes

Place Value within 20/

Addition and subtraction

within 20

Place Value within

50/Length and

Height(measure

length/height)/Mass and

Volume (measure/compare)

Multiplication & Division(count in

multiples of 2s, 5s,

10s)/Fractions ½ ¼ /Movement

turns

Place Value within

100/Money(recognise

coins/notes)/Time(o’clock/half

past)

EYFS Place Value to 5/Addition

and Subtraction (sorting)

Place Value – comparing

groups/Addition and

Subtraction (change within

5)/Measurement -time

Addition and Subtraction

(numbers to 5)/Place Value

(numbers to 10)

Addition and Subtraction

(addition to 10)/Shape and

Space

Geometry Patterns/Addition and

Subtraction (count on or

back)/Place Value (Numbers to

20)

Multiplication and Division –

Numerical

Patterns/Measurement(Measu

re)



Whole School Progression in Maths 2022 - 2023

Place Value Addition and

Subtraction

Multiplication and

Division

Fractions Measurement Geometry Statistics Decimals

Year

6

Order and compare

numbers up to

10,000,000. Round any

whole number. Use

negative numbers in

context, and calculate

intervals across 0.

Solve addition and

subtraction multi-step

problems in context.

Perform mental

calculations including with

mixed operations.

Identify common factors,

common multiples and prime

numbers. Multiply and divide

numbers up to 4 digits by 2

digits. Perform mental

calculations including with

mixed operations.

Use common factors to

simplify fractions. Add and

subtract fractions with

different denominators an

mixed numbers. Multiply simple

pairs of proper fractions.

Divide proper fractions by

whole numbers.

Use, read, write and convert

between standard units. Calculate,

estimate and compare volumes of

cubes and cuboids using standard

units including cubic centimetres

and cubic metres. Convert

measurements of time from a

smaller unit of measure to a larger

unit.

Illustrate and name parts

of circles including radius,

diameter and

circumference. Recognise,

describe and build simple

3D shapes. Find unknown

angles in triangles. Draw

and translate simple

shapes on the coordinate

plane.

Interpret and

construct pie charts

and line graphs.

Calculate and

interpret the mean.

Identify the

value of each

digit in numbers

to 3 decimal

places. Multiply

numbers with up

to 2 decimal

places by whole

numbers.

Year

5

Read, write, order and

compare numbers to 1,

000, 000. Read roman

numeral to 1000.

Interpret negative

numbers. Round

numbers to the

nearest 10, 100, 1000,

10,000 and 100,000

Use rounding to check

answers. Add and subtract

whole numbers with more

than 4 digits. Add and

subtract mentally with

increasingly large numbers.

Identify multiples and

factors. Know and use

vocabulary of prime numbers.

Recognise and use square

numbers and prime numbers.

Multiply numbers up to 4

digits by a 1 digit or 2-digit

number. Divide numbers up

to 4 digits by a 1-digit

number.

Recognise mixed numbers and

improper fractions and convert

from one form to the other.

Compare, order, add and

subtract fractions whose

denominators are all multiples

of the same number.  Multiply

proper fractions and mixed

numbers by whole numbers.

Convert between different units of

metric measure. Use approximate

equivalence between metric units

and common imperial units such as

inches, pounds and pints. Calculate

and compare the area of

rectangles, using standard units,

square centimetres and square

metres and estimate the area of

irregular shapes.

Distinguish between

regular and irregular

polygons. Draw given

angles and measure them

in degrees. Identify,

describe and represent

the position of a shape

following the reflection or

translation.

Complete, read and

interpret information

in tables and

timetables. Solve

comparison, sum and

difference problems

using information

from a line graph.

Read and write

decimal

numbers as

fractions.

Round decimals

with two

decimal places

to the nearest

whole number.

Year

4

Count backwards

through 0 to include

negative numbers.

Read Roman numerals

to 100. Recognise the

place value of each

digit in a 4-digit

number.  Round any

number to the nearest

10, 100 or 1000.

Estimate and use inverse

calculations to check

answers. Add and subtract

numbers with up to 4

digits. Solve addition and

subtraction two-step

problems in context,

deciding with operations to

use and why.

Recall multiplication and

division facts for

multiplication facts up to

12x12. Recognise and use

factor pairs and

commutativity in mental

calculations. Multiply 2-digit

numbers and 3-digit numbers

by a 1-digit number.

Count up and down in

hundredths. Recognise and use

families of common equivalence

fractions.  Add and subtract

fractions with the same

denominator.

Convert between different units of

measure. Read, write and convert

time between analogue and digital

12 and 24 hour clocks. Measure and

calculate the perimeter of a

rectilinear figure. Find the area of

rectilinear shapes by counting

squares.

Compare and classify

geometric shapes.

Identify lines of symmetry

in 2D shapes presented in

different orientations.

Identify acute and obtuse

angles. Plot specified

points and draw sides to

complete a given polygon.

Solve comparison, sum

and difference

problems using

information from a

bar charts,

pictograms, tables and

other graphs.

Recognise and

decimal

equivalents to ¼

½ and ¾. Round

decimals with

one decimal

place to the

nearest whole

number.

Year

3

Read and write

numbers in numerals

and words to 1000.

Recognise the place

value of each digit in a

3-digit number.

Compare and order

numbers to 1000.

Estimate the answer to a

question and use the

inverse to check answers.

Add and subtract numbers

with up to 3 digits. Solve

problems involving more

complex addition and

subtraction.

Recall and use multiplications

facts for the 3, 4 and 8

times tables. Write and

calculate multiplication and

division statements using the

multiplications facts they

know.

Count up and down in tenths.

Compare and order unit

fractions, and fractions with

the same denominators. Add

and subtract fractions with

the same denominators.

Measure, compare, add and

subtract lengths, mass, volume and

capacity. Add and subtract amounts

of money to give change. Estimate

and read time to the nearest

minute. Measure the perimeter of

simple 2D shapes.

Draw 2D shapes. Make 3D

shapes using modelling

equipment. Identify right

angles, recognise that two

right angles make a half

turn, 3 make a three

quarter turn and 4 a

complete turn.

Interpret and present

data using bar charts,

pictograms and tables.

Solve one step and

two step questions

using information

presented in bar

charts, pictograms

and tables.

Year

2

Read and write

numbers to at least

100 in numerals and

words. Recognise the

place value of each

digit in  2 digit

number. Compare and

order number using < >

and =

Recall and use addition and

subtraction facts to 20 ad

use related facts to 100.

Understand that addition

can be done in any order

and that subtraction

cannot. Add and subtract

numbers with up to 2

digits.

Recall and use multiplications

facts for the 2, 5 and 10

times tables. Show that

multiplication can be done in

any order and division

cannot. Calculate and write

multiplication and division

statements.

Recognise, name, find and write

fractions ½ ¼ ¾ and 1/3 of a

length, shape, set of objects

or quantity. Recognise the

equivalence of ½ and 2/4.

Write simple fractions e.g. ½

of 6 = 3.

Compare and order lengths, mass,

volume/capacity and record using <>

= . Find different combinations of

coins that equal the same amount.

Tell and write the time to five

minutes, including quarter to/past.

Identify and describe the

properties of 2D shapes.

Identify 2D shapes on the

face of 3D shapes.

Compare and sort common

3D shapes. Use

mathematical language to

describe position,

direction and movement.

Interpret and

construct simple

pictograms, tally

charts, block diagrams

and simple tables.

Answer simple

questions by counting

the number of objects

in each category.



Year

1
Count to and across

100 forwards and

backwards. Read and

write numbers to 100

in numerals. Read and

write numbers from 1

to 20 in numerals and

words.

Represent and use number

bonds and related

subtraction facts within

20. Add and subtract

one-digit and two-digit

numbers to 20. Solve

one-step problems

involving addition and

subtraction.

Solve one step problems

involving multiplication and

division, by calculating the

answer using concrete

objects, pictorial

representations and arrays

with the support of the

teacher.

Recognise, find and name a half

as one of two equal parts of an

object, shape or quantity.

Recognise, find and name a

quarter as one of four equal

parts of an object, shape or

quantity.

Compare, describe, measure and

begin to record lengths, mass,

capacity/volume and time.

Recognise and know the value of

different denominations of coins

and notes. Tell the time to the hour

and half past the hour.

Recognise and name

common 2D shapes.

Recognise and name

common 3D shapes.

Describe position,

direction and movement,

including whole, half,

quarter and three-quarter

turns.

EYFS

Children count reliably

with numbers from

one to 20, place them

in order.

Say which number is one

more or one less than a

given number. Using

quantities and objects,

they add and subtract two

single-digit numbers and

count on or back to find

the answer.

They solve problems,

including doubling, halving

and sharing.

Children use everyday language to

talk about size, weight, capacity,

position, distance, time and money

to compare quantities and objects

and to solve problems.

They recognise, create and

describe patterns. They

explore characteristics of

everyday objects and

shapes and use

mathematical language to

describe them.


